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Fellow Freestylists,

The tournaments have begun for 1980, and within approximently one month, we begin
on our own as a tournament hosting entity. There is something about Spring that
compells one to be active, and certainly this Spring fever has struck our organization.
We have done much over the past month to improve our organization and many of you are
becoming involved in our advancement. This is encouraging for me, and beneficial for
all of us. And of course, the level of play displayed by our members continues to
soar like the frisbees we fly.

Much is still ahead to accomplish in the coming weeks. All of our energies
should be trained on our upcoming freestyle series. And the eyes of all of the other,
newly beginning players groups are on us, to see just what a players group can do in
terms of managing their own affairs.

General News

Administrative Matters: Currently we have exactly 292 members, an increase of H0 new
members since our last newsletter. I had the opportunity to recruit new members
while in Texas last month, and we should pick up more Southwestern members during our
first meet, in Dallas during Memorial Day weekend. From now on, membership fees for
new members will be $5.00 (see vote in Part I). All members who joined while the
rate was $3.00 can renew once at that same rate, but the extra $2.00 would be appreci-
ated. Rememberalso, if a red asterisk appears on the address portion of this news
letter, you owe yearly dues.

Our bank balance presently stands at $776.83. Since the last newsletter, I
purchased 200 Sky-stylers, but I was able to sell enough in Austin to replenish the
account. Items presently for sale through the newsletter are: Micros, 3 for $2.00,
carrying the slogan "free frisbee freestyle, support the 1980 FPA tournament series;"
Sky-stylers, carrying our organizational logo by artist Gerry Lynas. They are $6.00,
plus $1.50 for postage and handling if ordering one or two, $3.00 if ordering more
than 2, or overseas orders (limit — 5 per customer). We hope to have old newsletters
available by next month, provided we have enough access to printing facilitiesto run
more copies. I have only small size tee shirts left from the Sonoma Conference. I
will reorder if the demand is great enough. The shirts are $6.00 each, postage incl.
Regional Representatives: I have finished fillingall the regional representative
positions. The persons who will serve in this capacity, in their respective regions

(Western Canada) Jim Brown
Region Southwest (Nevada, Arizona, N.M.) John Marshal
Region 10 Mid—West (Wyom. Utah, Colorado) both Bill Wright

" " " and Jamie Chantiles
Region ll California (Northern) Larry Imperiale

(Southern) (Dreamer) John Weyand
I have sent each of these persons a letter outlining the regional representative

program. We hope to be able to further facilitatecommunication between players,
raise more funds, quickly, and extend our influence through these representatives. I
encourage you to contact the person in your area on matters of local interest, and
in the future, for purchasing FPA for-sale items.

are as follows: Region #1 New England Peter Norvig
Region 2 N.Y., Penn., N.J. Dave Marini
Region 3 Mid Atlantic (DEL.Md.W.V.Vir.N&S Carol)Dennis Loftus
Region H Southeast (Tenn. Miss. Ala.Kcn.Geo.F1a.)TomMonroe
Region 5 Great Lakes (Wis.Minn.Mich.Ill.Ind.0hio)DavidHendler
Region 6 Central (N.B.,S.D,Neb., Iowa, Kan.,Mo.) Paul McCallum
Region 7 South Central (Tex.0kla.Arkan.Louis.) Tom MacNiven
Region 8 Northwest (Wash. Oregon, Idaho, Mont.) Randy Beukelman
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"The New World Tour: The 1980 FPA Freestyle Frisbee Series": We have continued to
forge ahead on developing our tournament series for 1980. The dates, places and
events were finalized during meeting I had with tournament committee members in Dallas
and Austin, Texas last month. Regardless of what you have heard or seen thus far,



the following is our tournament schedule:

May 2h-26, 1980 Dallas, Texas Open, Women's, Co-op
June lh-15, 1980 West Palm Beach, Fla. Open, Women's, Mixed Pairs
July H-6, 1980 Colorado Springs, Co. 0pen,Women's, Mixed Pairs
July 12-13, 1980 Boulder, Colorado Open, Women's, Co-op
July 26-27, 1980 Jacksonville,Fla. Open, Women's, Co-op
August 2-3, 1980 Detroit, Michigan Open, Women's, Mixed Pairs

~August 7-10, 1980 Santa Cruz, Calif. Open, Women's
August 30-Sept. l, 80 Austin, Texas - All events

FPA World Championships
A novice division will be provided as part of the open division at each tourna-

ment. $1,000.00 in prize money will be guaranteed at each tournament, with the very
likely prospect that there will be substantially more money at most of the tourneys,
especially Detroit, Jacksonvilleand of course our World Championships. Some explain-
ations and information is required for each tournament:
DALLAS: will be hosted by the Mustang Frisbee Club, tournament director, Tom MacNiven.
We decided to go with Texas for our first tournament because we were unable to secure '

a site in L.A. The tournament will be held on the Southern Methodist Uhiv. campus,
inside their stadium. For further details, contact Tom at P.O. Box 3293-S.M.U.,
Dallas, Texas 75275.
WEST PALM BEACH: Tournament director, Bobby Jones can be contacted at Box 2h5,
Loxahacthee, Fla. , 33h7o.
COLORADO SPRINGS: Tournament director, Rick Kovacic can be contacted for information

. at P.0. Box 1965, Boulder, Colorado 80306. This tournament will also feature the
Women's Cup Championship, where distance, freestyle and golf will be contested for
an overall women's winner.
BOULDER: You may be wondering what this tournament is doing on our schedule. The
tournament was originally supposed to be an IFA sanctioned event featuring freestyle
and distance. The IFA director decided he no longer wanted to work with Rick Kovacic
in that region (who has been involved with that tournament for the past 3 years and
ran it last year) and some how assumed that this would remove the tournament from
Ricks hands. Rick was determined to go ahead with hosting the event and has included
it as part of our series. You can write to him for information at the address given
under Colorado Springs. The IFA will run another freestyle tournament in Boulder
sometine in June. Check with them for details.
JACKSONVILLE: looks to be one of the larger tournaments on our schedule. It will be
the site for the East Coast National Championships. The finals will be held in the
Gator Bowl (seating capacity - 85,000) and the purse will be in the neighborhood of$10,000. A rock concert will be part of the finals program. The local hosts will
be the River City Frisbee Club, and you can contact Steve Oplinger at l7l3 Marion Rd.,
Jacksonville,Fla 32216.
DETROIT: This tournament, our most northern one, also looks to be a majcr tournament,
with a purse of approximately $5,000.00. Jim Kenner, whom many of you are already
familiar with as the extremely able host of past tournaments in London and Toronto,
Ontario, will be running this affair. You can contact him at 8629 Narise Dr.,
Westland, Michigan, for further details.
SANTA CRUZ: The World Flying Disc Championships will be part of the New World Tour,
but only host women's and open events. A complete registration form will be included
in this newsletter. I encourage you all to attend what is very likely the most
together tournament you can attend in the world right now.
EPA WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS, AUSTIN: For those of you who had the pleasure of attending
the tournament in Austin recently, you probably couldn't help being impressed with
the organiaational and promotional talent provided by Cris Baker, Bbb Ennis and
company. These gentlemen are eager to put on a thrillingclimax to a hopefully
exciting year. The facilitiesavailable to them are well suited for our purposes and
the cooperation they can get from local radio and business sponsors looks promising.
A very substantial purse will no doubt be available at this tournament also. Low
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cost motels and restuarants within walking distance of the site further lend to the
attractiveness of Austin as the city to host our 2nd Annual World Championships.
These above features, coupled with the dim prospects of a site in Northern California
prompted our decision to go full steam ahead with Austin instead of California for
this very special tournament. You won't want to miss this one!

The standard registration fee for all tournaments will be $15.00. More money
may be required if one desires deals on meals or for—sale items. These terms will
be available fro the individual tournament directors. A registration form for the
Dallas and West Palm Beach tournaments will be available at your request, and may
possibly be sent to you in a future mailing. Similar forms for the later tournaments
will be forthcoming.

Judging at these tournaments will be as follows: In the prelims and semis,sites
will be organized with two pools per site. One pool will judge as the other performs.
A simplified component system will be used in the first two rounds, with the cham-
pionship version of the component system used in the finals by a panel of judges
selected from past professionls and knowledgeable eliminated players. Both systems
will be make available to you in a FPA manual which you should have in your hands by
late May. Each one of you is responsible for familarizingyourself with all of this
material, as this is the only way we can ensure a smoothly run meet.

No point system will be used to qualify players for the World Championships. We
truly hope all of you can make it as we hope to have a year end banquet of awards
and other special events. Our series for this year will be a learning experience,
but we do hope that it can be both fun and a positive step in the direction of
professional freestyle events. Co-operation and participation are our biggest
insurances of success. We have spent many hours and miles on the preliminary work
of scheduling and the schedule provided above represents our final arrangements. We
have only to make it all happen - we hope you can join us.

Reports on tournaments past:
Santa Barbara: torrential rain forced freestyle into a gym for the first time in its
history, but by all accounts the players adjusted beautifullyand put on an exciting
finla nevertheless. Highlighting the program were innovations from Sonoma - a routine
by Mugsy Curtis and MaryAnn Bowman incorporating costumes and choreography, and a
mind expanding routine by Kevin Givens and Evan David in which the dimension of
spacial relationships was incorporated into the standard formula of disc and body
relationships. Kevin and Evan used every bit of playing space by shifting their
relative postitions at appropriate times in the routine to provide a flow that ex-
quisitely augmented the flight of their disc. Bravo! Anotherhighlight of this always
energy-charged tournament was high finishes by man~woman pairs in the open finals.
The results were as follows: Women:

lst Joe Hudoklin — Rich Smits Laura Engel - G. Rose
2nd Don Rhodes - Laura Engel Jane Engelhart - Kate
3rd John Kirkland-Jeff Soto-Danny Sullivan Mnggs Curtis-MaryAnn Bowmanhth Evan David — Kevin Givens
5th John Jewell - G. Rose
6th The Gusman - Doc Anderson
It is interesting to note that in this, the first non—product specific freestyle

event ever run by the IFA, a non—Wham~o product won the tournament. Joey and Richie
won with a floater, and the sixth place team of Emerson and Anderson also used a
floater. It just goes to show......
Austin, Texas: Hurricane like winds jammed with all of our souls on Saturday as moves
such as the ear lean, oblivian express (brush the disc once and its blown into obliviar
and air bounce over the shoulder to the person 100 yds. behind you, were "hot stuff"
for the day. Nevertheless, the tournament itself was a huge success, promoted extre-
mely well, and laced with outstanding talent. Sunday the winds returned to normal and
the playing turned to abnormal as players from all over the country revealed '80's
vintage freestyle.
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The finals produced one moreof thosotimeless routines that is filed
in freestyle heaven along with maybe a half dozen past routines, all of
which were so highly charged with excitement, energy, and human excell-
ence that the performers and crowd alike were emotionally drained after-
wards. The performers also timeless in our relatively new sport, were
Jens and Erwin Velasquez. From the moment Erwin took his first throw
from Jens, there was no question that we were all about to witness an-
other glittering chapter in the development of freestyle. Elow, presence
and sophistication of moves were all brought to bear to create what may
have been some of the finest work Jens and Erwin have done in their out-
standing careers. Due to scheduling problems the freestyle finals were
finished in the dark, a disappointing finish to an otherwise very well
run tournament. The results are as follows:

Open: Jomen's:
lst Jens and Erwin Velasquez
2nd Bill Lright-Doug Branigan-Hick Jastiglia lst G. Rose -

3rd Corey Basso-Larry Imperiale-Kevin Givens Laura mngelNth Eric Jooten-Dennis Loftus-Scot Zimmerman 2nd maryAnn Bowman
5th Jeff Soto - Danny Sullivan mugs Curtis
6th G. Rose - Laura Enmel 3rd Marie Bracciale

Carla hofmeir

Committee member lost:
Jim Palmeri will no longer be serving us in the capacity of Judging

committee chairman and freestyle event coordinator. Jim duties running
freestyle for the IFA and working on his magazine afford him no time to
help us out, so we both decided it would be better if we terminated any
formal relationship. It's unfortunate that Jim will not have the time
to work with us, but we hope to still provide quality people to run
events and develop Judging policies. This particular development is
characteristic of the problems I face in attempting to run our organiza-
tion. It is very difficult for me to find qualified people I can depend
on, who are willing to make a strong enough commitment to our affairs to
make our programs work. The originally stated function for Jim's com-
mittee was to "mediate the ongoing evolution of our judging standards
and tournament administration procedures, to draft these rules and pro-cedures for dissemination to the membership.“ with Jim gone, I will
have to formulate that manual, and this will be difficult as I have much
work to do on the tournament series, and a heavy dose of school exams to
deal with this month. bur orqaniaztion is going to be only as good as
our people, and a few committed people are not enouoh for what we are
trying to do. I can say this:Irefuse to work with people who have to
severely compromise their position with us because of their commitments
as manufacturers reps or representatives for other concerns; we simply
don't have the time for such individuals nor can their talents be of
much use to us. This policy is not anti-anybody in particular, it is
Simply Pro—FPA. many Of you have donate some of your time and have al-
ready helped us out. At a point in the not too distant future when
positions with us will be lucrative in more ways than just the advance-
ment of freestyle, our early friends will not be forgotten.

Part I - nesults form last vote (65 took part)(1) Membership fees: 53 persons voted in favor of increasing membershipfees to $5.00, 9 were opposed to the increase, and 3 members abstained.
Some of you who were opposed to the increase were fearful that thehigher membership fee would discourage new members from joining. while
that potential certainly exists, we hope to give the impression that thefee is a reasonable price for the benefits that a successful playersorganization can provide.
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(2) Consolation division: 60 persons were in favor of creating a novice division,
five opposed. The suggested method of incorporating such a division in our tourna-
ments was stated as allowing all players to compete together in the open division's
prelim round. Players eliminated from that round move into a new bracket to compete
against each other. 53 persons were in favor of this proposal, 8 were against and 3
abstained. Many persons expressed concern over labeling this new division "novice"
as this label somehow carries a connotation that may be undignified to those who
play in it. Since we will all be playing in the same prelim round in the open, it
makes more sense to call this division the consolation round.

(3) Non—freestyle events: 63 persons were in favor of allowing non-freestyle events
to be held at tournaments we host this year. As was mentioned in earlier newsletters,
this vote will not necessarily decide the issue, but is more of an opinion poll. As
we are concerned primarilywith providing quality freestyle competition we will not
schedule other events if they will unduly complicate or crowd the meet schedules.
In discussions with committee members concerning the scheduling of events at one of
our two day tournaments we have realized that time is pretty well filledby 3 free-
style events. We hope to also leave time for relaxed jamming. Therefore, the pos-
sibilityof non-freestyle events at our tournaments is not too promising at this time.

Part II — Discussion of Current Issues

(1) Development of simplified judging systems: Players have written expressing their
support for more simplified systems for earlier rounds and non-championship tourna-
ments. Ken Kramer of the Minnesota Frisbee Assoc. feels that too complicated a
judging system "impedes the flow of this, a spectator event." My own past experience
as a player and an official verify's Ken's observation. Nothing is more disruptive
to a player who is up next, or the crowd who has reached certain excitement level,
than to be left waiting 5 or 10 minutes before the next routine is able to start,
because judges are busy making computations that no one can see. We as the admin-
istrators of our cost have to balance the benefits of complex computations and eval-
uation against the costs they create in terms of time efficiency, understandability ,
and the turn—off factor "waiting around" has on the people we play for.

As was mentioned earlier, Jim Palmeri is no longer at the helm of the judging
committee. At least for now, I am going to take on that responsibility. In my new
capacity as judging committee chairman I have given extensive thought to our past
approach to judging and I have made certain observations:

(1) In spite of how much bitching players, including myself, have done, and no
matter what judging system was used, the amount of times I personally have seen the
results of a freestyle event come out signifigantly unjust are relatively few. My
experience ranges from the very first meets up to the present, through the entire
evolution of the event.

(2) The problems we see as part of the "judged" sport we have chosen to play are
not unique to us. I have had discussions recently with a physical ed major from
Springfield College (famous for their atheletics programs) who enlightened me to
the controversy and confusion attendant to gymnastics evaluation. I had to contain
my laughter, as it all sounded so familiar. And of course, controversy in figure
skating judging is well known.

(3) We are the newest of the judged sports,aud therefore have the least number of
trained, knowledgeable, and willing persons to administer and judge our sport.(H) That, in spite of number three above, the mechanics of the component judging
system we used last year, when used to evaluate a five minute routine of intricate
feeestyle, shaped up to be the most complicated evaluation system used in any sport
today!
These observations lead me to some conclusions, and I guarantee that I'm going to act
on them:

(1)) We have to be more realistic about what we can expect of persons who go to a
tournament to have fun, to play, and are only judging because they have to.

(2) What works on paper is meaningless if those who must use it can not begin to
understand it. we are using judging as a means to the end of evaluation, not as
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an end itself.
(3) We must streamline our component system so that we can count on more people

to be capable of using it proficiently. Computations must be made easier.
(H) If you get hot, no judging system will prevent you from leaving that tourna-

ment with what you came for.
In light of all the above, and using the notes I made on discussions with players

at Somona, Austin and Dallas, I am going to modify the championship version of the
component system. This new version will be made available to all players in a
judging manual, which will contain all systems that we approve.

Concerning the two simplified systems that were presented in the
last news letter:
(a) the rank7voting system: used in ISA competition already in Austin
and Santa Barbara. A complete discription of this system appears in the
Nov/Dec '79 issue of Frisbee Jorld. Briefly it entails the judging
body watching all routines making what ever notes deemed appropriate,
and then submitting a ranking of the best four pairs of the pool, with
a #1 ranking worth 4 points, down to a #4 rank worth 1 point. fotal
points received by all judges determines the winner. fhis system has
one outstanding merit in its favor - it is very simple to administer by
even the most novice of players. It is readily understandable, and the
computations required by the judges are at a minimum. The IFA has sent
me reports on how the system has worked in Santa Barbara, and they have
concluded that it is doing a very effective job. I had an opportunity
to see the system in use at Austin and make these observations:
* few judges, especially in the earlier rounds, ever marked on their
judging sheets until there was a drop by the performing team. This
suggested to me that the judges tended to count heavily on the execution
of the performing teams in ranking them.
* judges were often times not paying close attention to what was qoinm
on. In the prelims I viewed this first hand, as the judae next to me

spent his time consuming larqe doses of lousy domestic pot; at the end
of a routine he would ask me how many drops I counted. The inatten-
tiveness of judges is not unique to this system, as I am well aware of
worse transgressions by judges who all but gave up on trying to impli-
ment the complex component system of last year. I do feel that simply
asking the judge to rank performances even though he has a nice judging
form in front of him with difficulty, presentation, and variety slots
there to be fulled out, is not enough to channel the individual judges
attention. The result is that he/she will tend to kick back and watch
as a spectator rather than as a judge. Viewing as a spectator is vastly
different than viewing as a judge, and partaking in the former, to ful-
fill the job of the latter lends itself to irresponsible evaluation.
* the results from the pools judged by the system including the final,
were as acceptable as results of contests judged by any other system -

certainly no worse than what has resulted from other systems.
From my personal observaions I would say that our problem with

evaluation are less with the system we choose, and more with ourselves
who must use them. I feel the rank—vote system overall is a viable one.
In voting on this month's ballot on whether we should approve it, keep
in mind that this is not an either/or proposition. Je can, and should
approve more than one system.

 

(b) the simplifigd_g9mponent system: In this system a given judging
panel is divided into thirds, one mroup judging difficulty, one presen-
tation, and one variety. (if our vote to eliminate the concept of var-

iety on this ballot is answered in the affirmative, we will eliminate
it here and gowith simply difficulty and presentation). Information
would be provided for each judge explaininq what to look for in their
respective category. Judges in a given category would assign each
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perfommance a number fram l to 10 based on their own judgement. (no
formal computations would be required. They simply give a number value
in the respective category for each performance.) The scores of all
the judges in a given category are averaged and then added with the av-
erage scores of the other two categories to give a total score based on
a possible 30 points.

The advantages of this system are that a given judge's energies
are channeled towards exactly what he should be looking for in the rou-
tine. It also insures that more than mere execution is judged. An-
other feature is that the evaluation for any given performance is com-
pleted, while the impression is fresh in the mind of the judge, instead
of waiting until the entire pool is finished before being ranked. It
is also easy to understand, although it requires a bit more computation.
(the averaging). The IFA has sent me some comments on this system,
which are the basic reasons why they did not decide to use it for their
meets. In a summary fashion they are:
(1) Banking components dilutes the relationship between the judges im-
put and the collective result. A judge can escape criticism by an irate
player by saying "..hey man, don't get on me, I just rated your presen-
tation,"
(2) They attack the supposed contention that an individual viewer lacks
the capacity to evaluate more than one component ( a contention they
assume proponents of component judging endorse) by stating that we are
inevitably limited to incomplete impressions. Thus a judge in incap-
able of perceiving all the visual data necessary for even one component.
(3) It is impossible to totally screen a judges perception to only
matters relevant to his respective component.
(4) Judges are capable of evaluating a routine as a whole, so let them.
ie do complex evaluations all the time.
(5) Banking components imposes a questionable and potentially limiting
conceptual framework on our evaluation of play. ie have in the past
basically talked ourselves into the "reality" of the components and out
of intellectual frustration, we have agreed to have them be equally
weighted. The result is a very covenntional, Hesternized concept of
evaluation.

My feelings on these observaions are as follows - as for #1, I
have a hard time seeing a flaw in the component system based on that
observaion, as each judge nesessarily faces the responsibilityfor what
he has done, whether it be ranking one component or the routine as a
whole. Also, dilution of an individual judge's relationship to the col-
lective result is characteristic of even the rank system, where one
judges opinion is only of of 20 or 30, where as in the component system
on judge represents l/6thto l/9thof the panel. $2 seems to be the
argument that our inabilityto reach perfection in perceiving all visual
data somehow justifies making less than the best effort we can at cover-
ing all the visual data we must evaluate. Since we are limited to in-
complete impressions as the IFA has stated, it seems far better to help
the situation by directing our imperfect perception to specifics. The
fact that we are incapable of perceiving all that goes on in a given
sporting event has not escaped the baseball world either. But they don’?
use this fact to justify using one umpire to cover homeplate and all the
bases. They use one ump for each base! Contention #3 is certainly true
but doesnot seem to be an overwhelming flaw, since we can't even say its
possible to screen a judges perecption to watch the routine, much less
a component. ie can only try. Contention number four, besides approach
ing inconsistency with number 2, states the obvious. He can evaluate
routines as a whole but that is not the question. Can we do it better
than if we split the task up into smaller bites, so as to make the eval-
uation easier to digest. Number five is profound criticisn, and warrent;
alot of consideration on all of our parts.
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Again, in considering the simplified component system, it is not this or the
rank system. Both can be approved, disapproved, or any combination. Also, if any of
you have criticism of the rank system as used in IFA competition please tell themimediately, as they are making a good faith effort to discern its viabilityfor thehigh level competition characteristic of their tournaments. So far they are verypleased with the results. And if it is proven to work well then we too may adopt itfor all our meets. So speak up and let us all know what you think.

(2) Abolshing variety and categories concepts - as many of you know, our past judg-ing systems involved judging the amount of variety in a routine as one third of the
score. Last year this concept was reduced to what was called "categories" whereplayers were required to represent 9 different basic techniques in their play in « corder to escape a .5 deduction on their total score for each omission. At this stageof freestyle sophistication it is felt that we should do away with any scoring ofvariety. Requiring people to perform certain categories, or being various for its
vwn sake is too restrictive and aesteticallyunnecessary. Players are capable ofperforming diverse and beautiful routines without including a given category andshould not be penalized for doing so. Also, without worrying about variety, routines
can be developed that use repetition for a planned and pleasing effect. Our presenwtation component can be used as a check against excessive repetition which resultsfrom lack of skill or judgement.

There was not an overwhelming response either way on this issue, although ScottLimmerman came out in favor of abolishing this concept, as did a few others.

3) Artistic Impression Category- this concept was introduced last month as a newgategory of judging. It is aimed at reflecting the subjective impression a routinemakes on a given judge. This artistic impression score would reflect the quality of
a routine as a whole. Criteria to be considered: how well did the group use theirmusic, what effect did the routine as a whole create,what kind of energy was achievedand conveyed, how well did they stage themselves. This component is an attempt toemphasize the importance of how well a routine looks, in spite of itscontents, and to balance the dissection approach of the other two cat-
egories. Note that this category will become art of the cham ionshi:I §.tem.....:19’9_§.he3i@aufie discussed in number two above.

Scott Zimmerman came out in favor of this idea as outlined last
uonth. Ed Cloutis of Ontario, Canada also came out in favor of it andsuggested that this component be weighed even more heavily than alreadyproposed. Presently it is proposed that artistic impression receive a:eight of 5 points out of a possible 25 (the other 20 pts. from diffi-culty and presentation). Some criticism of the idea is that it seems toiuplicate the function of the presentation category. Yes and no is the
answer to this. Yes, because the concept of presentation should by def-
nnition cover all aestetic aspects of a routine, no, because first handwnowledge of presentation as used in practice tells us that it doesn't.Jurrently presentation is judged by giving each player a perfect score
3f ten at the begining of the routine, and then whittling that score
iown by deductions for execution and appearance flaws. Extraordinary
effort or creativity earns a positive addition back to your score, to
uff-set earlier errors. This method of scoring is a move by move ap-Jroach, and is designed more or less to evaluate the contents of the
noutine. It many times turns out that the presentation score fails to
fieflect intangible, unquantifiable elements in a routine that are so
mportant to its overall impression. The new category being proposed
iere is designed to take up this slack.

John Louck, of Bloomington, Ind. feels this category is a good idea
but "..to be useful it needs to be clearly defined. It is very subject-
_ve and could add to the East-Jest division. I suspect we are not readyfor this category, as long as we are using player judges." I have somethoughts on this criticism. flhile I do believe guidelines for this
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category should be stated (some basic ones were stated above) I think
attempting to particularize this component with to much specificity may
be counter to its purpose. One lesson I feel we have learned in past
judging experiences is that the more criteria and guidelines we lay down
for Judges, the more we see that the system is missing. On the other
hand, when standards are kept more universal and the Judges are allowed
to exercise their own good judgement, coverage by the system dcesnot
appear to be as much of a problem (i.e the rank-vote system, with its
loosely defined standards, allows for a judge to take anything and every
thing in to account).
(H) Freestyle disc standards - the general feelings I received from
members on this question can be summed up in one sentence: "Devising
acceptable standards for discs used in freestyle is a good idea, but
actually doing it will be a sticky business.“ however, by the comments
of some of you, I get the impression that there may be misconceptions '

about what recommended disc standards would be all about.
we would ngt be recommending one brand over the other; all discs

meeting prescribed standards would be approved, regardless of origin.
Also, we would not restrict our approval to any one size, within the
bounds of reason. we would not require people to use a 165G size disc,
that serves no purpose. shat we are primarily concerned with are discs
that have special structural properties that signifigantly change the
nature of the way they are played with. Some obvious examples are the
T-bird and the Pyra-disc; their structure warrents playing with them in
an entirely different manner.

Our concern here is consistency for judging purposes. Some play-
ers have suggested other structural features not as obvious as the T-
bird, that might raise questions. The most noticable mention was the
Jham-o 81-c and 80-c molds, with the pronounced raised product identi-
fication ring on the top of the flight plate. This ring allows upside
down "rim" work not possible on earlier vintage lids, or floaters, sky-
stylers and other discs. This points up the classis question we are
faced with here: " here do we want to draw the line?"

I feel that these types of questions Should be researched and
presented to us by a committee. That I will do is put on the ballot the
the issue of whether we should enter this area at all (many members are
against our entering areas of restriction such as this for sport-philo-
sophy reasons). If it is answered in the affirmative, we will form a
committee to deal with he subject.

Part III — Proposed issues for next month

(1) Scott Zimmerman has proposed that we pass a resolution forbidding
two players who have advanced from an earlier round with other partners
fromjginingforces and playing together when both of their respective
partners fail to show up on time for the next round. This situation
presentednitself at the San Francisco meet in '79, and was meet with
mixed emotions.
(2) Championship version of component system- within a month's time all
of you should have a copy of the revised version of this system. This
will be the system used in judging the finals at FPA competitions.
There are going to be some structural changes in the system as it was
known last year. The purpose of the changes is to streamline the system
so it will be quicker and more efficient to use, more readily under-
stood, and more sensitive to what is actually taking place.

(a) depending on the outcome of this month's vote, there will be no
categories or variety component.
(b) every judge, whether judging difficulty or« presentation, will

also be responsible for giving an artistic impression score (also depend;
on this month's vote
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(c) difficulty scoring will be changed as follows: last year a judge
was supposed to score every move or combination a player did on a l to
5 basis. Thus everything a player did with a disc without an obvious
pause to regain control or set up was marked, whether it was one tip,
or a series of tips performed consecutively (without pause). In theory
this may be the ideal way to score, but practicallyspeaking there are
only about 6 people in the world capable of effectively judging in this
manner. Problems were created as to what is and is-not considered con-
secutive. Also in scoring this way, when done properly, the judge
would have anywhere from 80 to 120 values to average, and then he would
have to multiply by a mathmatical constant in order to bring the score
to a l to 10 basis. well! Now you can see the import of my earlier
statement that this may well be the most intricate evaluation system
used in sports today.

My proposed change is this: Judges will watch a player receive the
Rise and play with it. The judge will assign a score of l to 10 repree
senting the evaluation of everything the player did while he had the
disc, including his rethrow. The same criteria we looked for last year
in Judging difficulty would still apply. A long combination done totaly
consecutive, ending with a difficult close would receive a higher score
than the same combination of moves done with numerous pauses to regain
control. A combination that is coupled with a normal backhand throw
may receive a 5, whereas the same combinationwith an in—flip as the
rethrow may receive a 6 or a 7. Quick catches that are extremely self-
limiting and done in a high risk situation, such as a "flod" (check out
Jamie Chantiles on the cover ff the latest Friz .orld ) would receive
the same difficulty as some longer combination moves.

This modification gives judges a wider range to score in. It also
eliminates arguments as to what an evaluation unit should be. here it
is easy to see what is to be evaluated - simply, everything a player
does while he has the disc. And the math that this will eliminate is
staggering. Instead of averaging 80 to 120 scores, we willonly be
averaging around 30. And since the average will already be on a one
to ten basis, there will be no need to multiply by a constant. I am
confident that all players can understand this system, and I am convinc-
ed it will do at least as good a job ss last years version - probably
better since it is easier to understand and use, and requires less
writing. Meet promoters willalso be happy, as we will have our scores
ready faster.

As the judging manual must be compiled soon, I must have feed back
with regards to any major complaint real soon. If you have any real
problems with this proposed change write me immediately or, if necessary,
call me collect after 11 PH e.s.t., give me your number, and I'll call
you back.

That is it for now folks. I urge you all to make an effort to
get to our tournaments. If you are really into freestyle they should
each provide massive doses of that (plus anything else you bring,
yourselvesl). Also many of you have asked me if the newsletter will
stop over the summer. As I will have access to print facilitiesuntil
the end of July, it will continue till then. I wish you all a very
exciting season, and a healthful summer.

flavering flights,
D. Earini



Part IV - - - - — JALLOT

(1) Developing simplified systems of judging:

(a) Are you in favor of endorsing the rank-voting system as
outlined above?

()n3s ()no
(b) Are you in favor of endorsing the simplified component

system as per above?
( ) YES ( ) NO

(2) Are you in favor of abolishing the categories component as
used in last year's judging system (described in part II)?

()YES ()I~TO
Do you favor abolishing any variety judging?

( )xEs (x>No
(3) Do you favor adding the artistic impression category (as

described above) to our championship component judging system?
()YES ().s>.ro

(4) Do you favor our starting a program (committee) to develop
disc standards for freestyle competition?

( ) ILS ( ) NO

Please send comments and ballots to 90 Horton Avenue #15
Albany, NY 12202

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
Jsend no later than Nay 18, 1980- _ _ _ _ _ _
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